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We secure inequalities on submatrices of N’N, where N is the incidence matrix 
of certain designs. These inequalities are then compared with other results pre- 
viously known. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall consider partially balanced designs with two associate classes. 
In [2] Clatworthy gives a number of useful facts about these designs with 
appropriate notations and definitions, which we will not repeat here. Both 
for these designs or balanced incomplete block designs (b.i.b.d), we shall say 
that two blocks have a symbol i in common if in the ith row of the incidence 
matrix N of the design both blocks have a unity. In all cases let siU denote 
the inner product of thejth and uth columns of N; i.e., the (j, u) entry in the 
matrix N’N. We shall secure bounds on sj, in terms of the eigenvalues of NN’. 
In every case (including the b.i.b.d. case), NN’ has a dominant eigenvalue 
rk. For the b.i.b.d. case the other eigenvalue is r - h. Connor and Clatworthy 
[4] showed there were two other eigenvalues for the two associate cases and 
derived these values. For semiregular group divisible, triangular, and latin 
square types these eigenvalues are: 
0; r - X (semiregular); 
r + (n - 4) A, - (n - 3) A, ; r - 2h, + h, (triangular); 
r + (s - i) A, - (s - i + 1) X, ; r - ih, + (i - 1) X, (latin square). 
Calling these eigenvalues p1 and pz , respectively, we can paraphrase the 
theorems of Agrawal [l] as follows: 
k - pi :< sj, :< 2(rk - pi)/b i pL - k, 
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where we choose i = 1 if h, > h, and i = 2 if X, < X, . We remark in 
particular that in a semiregular case we must have X, < h, so that here we 
always take pz = r - A, . 
An interesting result of Raghavarao (5) for asymmetrical b.i.b.d. states 
that the number of symbols common to any m < X blocks is bounded above 
by the integral part of 
k(b - m)/[r - m + m(v - k)]. (2) 
We also have a result due to Connor [3] on b.i.b.d., where he considered the 
w x w principal submatrices C, of the form 
Cjj = (r - k)(r - A), Cju = Xk - rs,, . 
His theorem states in part that det C, > 0 if w < b - U, and det C, = 0 
if w > b - a. He also obtained like (but more complex) results for regular 
group divisible designs. 
In the next section we will obtain new bounds and then in the following 
section compare our bounds with those previously known. 
2. NEW BOUNDS 
The nonzero eigenvalues of N’N are the same as those of NN’ so that rk is 
again a dominant eigenvalue. We note further that the row sum of N’N 
is an invariant so that (1, l,..., 1) is an eigenvector of N’N with corresponding 
eigenvalue rk. Thus the orthogonal C that diagonalizes N’N can have for 
initial column the vector whose components are all l/bV. The remaining 
columns of C then have column sum 0. From 
C’N’NC = diag(rk; p1 ,..., p1 ; pz ,..., pz ; 0 ,..., 0), 
it follows that 
C’WN + 4C = diag(rk + ab; p1 ,..., p1 ; pz ,..., pz ; o ,..., 0), 
where J is a matrix of all unities. The best choices for (Y (if there are indeed 0 
eigenvalues) are -rk/b or (p - rk)/b, where p is the larger of p1 and pz . 
A like result holds for b.i.b.d. except that here we always know that N’N 
is singular if b > u. 
Now the spectrum of any principal submatrix of an Hermitian matrix is 
contained within the spectrum of the matrix itself. (An interesting way to 
establish this familiar result is to use the classical interlacing eigenvalue 
theorem, which states that if ‘vl > v2 2 *.. v, are the eigenvalues of H and if 
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Pl 3 Pz 2 *** k-1 are the eigenvalues of any principal submatrix of H 
of order IZ - 1, then 
Vl > p1 3 v2 3 *‘* v,-1 2 j-&l-1 3 v, , 
H Hermitian. Thus we have: 
THEOREM. If W is any principal submatrix of N'N + CXJ, where N is the 
incidence matrix of either a b.i.b.d. or of a partially balanced design with two 
associate classes, then the least eigenvalue of W is 30 with 01 = -rkJb, and 
the maximum eigenvalue of W is < /s = max(p, , pz) for 01 = (p - rk)/b. 
By choosing W to be a 2 x 2 submatrix, we have for an eigenvalue of W, 
where 
k + 201 + si, . With the two choices of 01, we get: 
COROLLARY. 2rklb - k < s~,~ < p - k + 2(rk - j?+/b. 
3. COMPARISON OF THE BOUNDS 
The corollary indicates that the bounds we have established are in general 
sharper than the Agrawal bounds in the sense that the bounds are the same 
using a 2 x 2 matrix. But our theorem permits greater sensitivity since we 
can make inferences about submatrices of any order. It is otherwise with the 
lower bound of our corollary, which generally will be inferior to the Agrawal 
bound. This cannot be asserted as a theorem, for there are exceptions. Thus 
the semiregular design 
b = 9, v = 6, r = 6, k = 4, A, = 3 
has an Agrawal lower bound of k - j.? = 1, while the Bush lower bound of 
the corollary yields k[2r/b - 1 1 = - so that 2 is a lower bound. 
Turning attention to b.i.b.d, we find that our bound and Connor’s bound 
agree but the Raghavarao bound apparently bears no obvious relationship 
to the Connor bound. Thus if we consider the design 
b = 15, v = 10, r = 9, k = 6, x = 5, 
the Connor bound is -2 + 6019 = 4, whereas the Raghavarao bound is 
78115 = 5. But for the design 
b = 35, u = 15, r = 14, k = 6, h = 5, 
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the Connor bound is 3 + 60/14 = 7, but here Raghavarao is tighter at 
(33)6/30 = 6. 
There are some results that can be established for Connor and Bush 
bounds. For example if there is an m x m principal submatrix of N’N with 
constant row sum c, then we have (noting that a: = --Xv/b for a b.i.b.d.) that 
mrklb < c < r - X + mhvlb. 
In case m < b - v, the Connor upper bound is the same as ours, and we 
will show below that the two bounds are equivalent. (Perhaps it is worth 
noting that the usual statement of the Connor conditions, the one we used 
in the first section, does not give equivalence. In fact we shall so phrase the 
theorem as to reflect this fact). 
THEOREM. If m < b - v and iffor this fixed value the Bush restriction is 
satisfied, then so is the Connor condition, but if the Bush condition is violated, 
the Connor inequality is not necessarily violated. 
Proof. Let B be a symmetric matrix with 0 on the main diagonal and 
%A - Au/b on the off-diagonal positions. Let /31 3 /$ > 1.. pn be the eigen- 
values of B. Then some m x m principal submatrix will have the form in the 
Bush expression of 
(k - hv/b)Z + B, 
whereas the corresponding submatrix in the Connor form, on noting that 
Xv/b = hklr, can be written as 
r[(r - h - k + Xk/r)Z - B]. 
The eigenvalues in the two cases are 
k - Xv/b + /3< and r(r - h - k + hk/r - /Ii). 
If the Bush condition is satisfied, then k - Au/b + p1 < r - A, and all the 
eigenvalues of the Connor submatrix are nonnegative so that 1 C, j > 0. 
But if p1 > r - h - k + Au/b, this only implies that the least eigenvalue of 
C, in the Connor case is negative. But this does not imply that 1 C, / < 0. 
For instance, the number of negative eigenvalues could be even or one of 
them could be zero. 
If one studies the derivation of Connor’s’submatrices, one notes that we 
have that these submatrices are positive semidefinite. Thus the two con- 
ditions are, on proper interpretation, equivalent. Hence it is certainly the 
case that the Connor conditions are more sensitive since, in the comparison 
above, we have used only a part of the Connor conditions. Practically 
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speaking this is not too realistic a situation since, even for m small, the 
computational problems are decidedly nontrivial. 
From the standpoint of the lower bound, there is no equivalence with, 
as already indicated, the Connor lower bound of k - (r - h) generally as 
good or better than ours if m = 2. It is otherwise for m > 2. Suppose, 
for example, that the number of common elements is y for m blocks which 
are otherwise mutually disjoint. Then the matrix B has -y + Xk/r as an 
eigenvalue. Hence Y - h - k + y 2 0, which is independent of m and 
identical with the case m = 2. 
By way of an example, consider the Hadamard designs 
b=4t-2, v=2t-1, r=2t-2, k=t-1, A=t-2, 
and suppose that there are m blocks with y elements in common. Then 
we must have 
k + (m - I)y 3 mrkjb 
or 
y 2 (t - l)[m(t - 1)/(2t - 1) - l]/(m - 1). 
Choosing m = 3, for example, 
y 3 (t - l>(t - 2)/(4t - 9, 
and y increases rapidly with t. 
We earlier indicated that there was no obvious relationship between 
Raghavarao upper bounds and Bush-Connor bounds when m = 2. The same 
situation holds when nz > 2. For the Hadamard case, the Raghavarao bound 
becomes y ,< 4t/(m + 2) - 1. If in fact an m x m submatrix of N’N is 
(k - y)Z + yJ, then the Bush-Connor upper bound is y* > mt/(2m - 2) - 1. 
It is easy to verify that y = y* when m = 2 or 4, that y* < y for m = 3, 
and that otherwise y < y* with the discrepancy increasing with t. 
If it should happen that the Raghavarao bound is attained strictly so that y 
is an integer, the corresponding m x m submatrix of our theorem has off 
diagonal elements which are > y - Au/b. If y > Au/b, then this submatrix is 
strictly positive. As such it has a dominant eigenvalue which is strictly 
monotone, i.e., if any element of the matrix is increased, then the dominant 
eigenvalue is increased. Hence if this value of y in our m x m submatrix 
produces r - h as the maximum eigenvalue, then we cannot have any off- 
diagonal element >y - ho/b. Thus in the Hadamard case with m = 4 and 
t = O(3), we have y integral. But our theorem would reject a form of the 
design that admitted y common elements unless these m blocks were already 
disjoint except for the y elements, and the Raghavarao inequality lacks this 
additional discriminatory power. 
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More importantly, our bound has a greater applicability, but it is not so 
easy to compute. In particular, the restriction m < h lessens the effectiveness 
of the Raghavarao bound. Thus for the Hadamard designs, we have that 
y < 3 if m = t - 2 but there is no estimate if m > t - 2. 
As it happens, the Hadamard case is fairly favorable to the Raghavarao 
case. But suppose wo consider the derived designs 
b = r(r - 1)/2, u = (r - l)(r - 2)/2, r = r, k = r - 2, h = 2, 
and we choose m = 3. Then the Raghavarao case yields y < (r2 - 4)/(3r - 4), 
which increases rapidly with r, whereas Bush-Connor yields y < 3 - 6/r 
giving 2 as an upper bound for r 3 6. 
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